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The Ion Acoustic Wave (IAW) decay instability has been shown in theoretical studies to be an

important saturation mechanism for Stimulated Brillouin Scatter (SBS) [1, 2], possibly relevant

to Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) experiments [3]. Previous detailed studies [1, 2, 4] have

used Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulations to explore the decay process. These studies were limited

by low resolution in k-space (8 simulated fundamental wavelengths) and the inherently high

noise of PIC methods which may seed instabilities at a level such that the nature of the instability

is obscured. We present results of a study of the 1D parametric instability of IAWs using the

1D1V Vlasov code SAPRISTI. Utilizing extremely low noise (numerical double precision) and

high resolution in k!space (64 simulated fundamental wavelengths), we show for the first time

the fine structure of the growth of IAWs below the fundamental wave and indeed between each

of its harmonics up to the 64th harmonic. Theoretical work [5] has previously suggested that the

nature of the instability should be sensitive to the sign of the mismatch in frequency between the

pump IAW and its decay waves arising due to the nonlinear dispersion of IAWs and nonlinear

frequency shifts (both fluid and kinetic). This sensitivity is investigated by means of varying

ZTe/Ti over a broad range of values. Based on the insights gained from Vlasov simulations, we

present also a new theoretical description of the parametric instability of IAWs.
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